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EXHIBITION THURSDAY
Outstanding in Meet: Assembly Is A Step
IEVADA CARNIVAL SNOW QUEEN Two
IS ELAINE ROSE. PACIFIC COEI S. G. Swimmers Into Future For COP

Jon Stebbins, Stockton College
An eighteen year old Freshman "queen" from Stockton and Breast Stroke swimmer, ran
If you customarily pass without clear vision ahead, be sure
the College of Pacific reigned supreme over the University of rough-shod over the best in the that all the occupants of the car carry identification papers. It is
Nevada Invitational Winter Carnival and Ski Meet last weekend West in a Bay Area swimming difficult to identify bodies when their faces have been torn off
meet last weekend. Stebbins
at Reno.
swam away from Don "Hester, or their skulls have been shattered against the dashboard. A split
Miss Elaine Rose, member of*
West Coast Inter-Collegiate Cham second of poor judgment can catapult you out of this life in a
the C.O.P. Ski Club and well
pion, while taking first place in swirling, blinding smash.
known on campus for her skiing
the open breast stroke event at
ability, was crowned "Snow
the meet.
Queen" of the annual Winter
Dick Cullenward, another Stock
Carnival at a "Snow Ball" given
ton College natator, closed with
in honor of the competing teams.
a rush to finish second by inches
Queen Elaine was judged the
in the 50 yard free-style event.
winner after competing in per
Cullenward just missed nipping
sonality, beauty, and skiing abil
Ralph Sala, Stanford Ail-Ameri
ity contests against contestants
can candidate and considered by
from several of the west's major
many as one of the best in the
universities and colleges on the
country.
second day of the three-day af
Bill Antilla, Stockton College
fair. Queen Elaine, Pacific's Varga
swimming coach, rates both Steb
Girl on skis, presented the tro
bins and Cullenward with the best
phies to the winners of the ski
on the coast.
meet and, in turn, was presented
with an over-night case and the
congratulations of the University
of Nevada Ski Team.
Her win was the climax of the
gala affair which saw the Delta
"What is the Bill of Rights?" ,
Rhythm Boys take home fifth
"What does the Bill of Rights
Elaine
Rose,
queen
of
Nevada
place in team standings.
Ski Tournament, and the Captain Mean to You?" If you are a 1
of the winning team, Utah State, Stockton resident, you will probably know the background of
these questions, but in case you
are not—
Raymond Butler, Lee J. AtBarbara Mills, soprano; Marvin
water, and Glenn Smith are ma
^ipp, baritone; and Hal Wheatly,
king a survey of citizens' know
Pianist will perform in a "Pops"
Thirteen C.O.P. and S.C. de ledge of civil rights. The ques
Concert which will be presented bate squad representatives re tionnaire being distributed by Death left a halo. Don't be left outside of Thursday's assembly —
the C.O.P. gym by the Associ- turned Saturday night from Ba- them asks the above questions.
You may not live to regret it.
ated Music Students of C.O.P. kersfield with twenty-one rounds Hoping to collect 2500 sample
The next time you see the re crumpled in a ditch fighting to
811(1 S.C. March 2, at 8 p.m.
won from the thirty-six rounds answers from Stockton residents,
sults of a motorist's indiscretion breathe through a choking flush
Butler, Atwater, and Smith can along the highway, stop and of blood, the bones of your body
The Conservatory Orchestra, they contested.
under the direction of Horace I. Students attending were Rex then tabulate the public opinion look into the faces of the dead, crushed inward, punctured lungs
Bfown, will perform in this pro Mull, Sheldon Nicolaysen, George here.
watch the futile pointless flutter filling with blood. YOUR bones
gram patterned after the famous Stokes, Ralph Pederson, Roberta Stating emphatically that they ing of the maimed as they try to that are shattered, YOUR flesh
°°ston Pops Concerts —< the first Blakely, Hal Barrett, Kurtis are not sponsored by any group stand up, listen to the panting that is torn.
»uch tried in Stockton.
Meyer, Ted Shumway, "Bee" Mer- or organization, Atwater an groaning of a human being with 36,000 killed last year. And
_ Pianist Wheatley will play dinger, Bob McConnell, Bob Mil nounced: "We are interested In pain creeping up on him as shock each one had to die a personal
Rhapsody in Blue" by George ler, Doris Riggs and Jackie Kin- how much people know about the begins to wear off. Take a good death. To those dead, it is just
privilege extended to them under look. You may see yourself.
Cotshwin as one of his numbers. caid.
one of a very large number, but
the BUI of Rights."
a screaming agonizing all im
Even
barring
recklessness,
the
I Joyce Ehmann will act as
With four teams winning four Both Butler and Smith are Po
chairman
of the presentation out of six rounds, it is doubted litical Science majors, whUe chances are that you will be in portant life ended. That is actu
8,1(1 Jim Ross, chairman of the reif any of the three winning Atwater is majoring in Labor volved in a serious accident be ally what it feels like to be one
fore you have a chance to die in of the 36,000. No one is immune.
I ^eshment committee.
schools turned in a better cumu Economics.
bed. There is no doubt that one You may comprize a unit in the
The program is open to the lative account of themselves than
of your acquaintances, or perhaps grand total in another year.
| Public. A small admission fee did C.O.P. No extemporaneous
, ^hi be charged.
speaking or oratory was ac Men Predominate In you, will become a victim before It's murder on exhibition on
every highway every hour of the
the year is out.
cepted; only debate.
S.C. Enrollment
Whenever you get behind the day. It's Murder on Exhibition in
Mr. Charles M. Guss is head
TOMORROW — DEADLINE coach of the group, with Mr. John The latest enrollment statistics steering wheel of a car, Death the Auditorium Thursday. If you
;0R ALL INDIVIDUAL NARAN- Fanucchi also instructing. These show 1183 students registered in slides into the seat next to you. can not visualize the jelly that a
C.O.P. and 3503 in S.C. this sem And if you are in a hurry or a head-on collision can make of a
MDO PICTURES.
two debate leaders and Dean Ed ester.
little tired or willing to take a human body, if you feel lucky
PROOFS MUST BE RETURNED ward Betz drove the group to The male sex predominates on small chance, Death sits a bit while driving, see Murder on Ex
•Y MAY 5.
Bakersfield early last Friday the South Campus with 1974 stu-! closer and may put a hand on hibition and you may see your
(Continued on page 2)
dens to 1529 women.
I your shoulder, and it wUl be you self.

Atwafer, Butler, Smith
Conduct Survey of City

"Pops" Concert to Be
Presented March 2
Debators Win 21 of
36 Rounds Entered
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Fraternity Rushing Dates
Announced by Council

Hodson Chosen To
Head Mardi Gras

Religion Sparks Week's
Activities • - March 6-12

Joe Hodson, Rhizomia, was
chosen Monday night at the exThe Interfraternity Council has released the following: calendar committee meeting to head the
The College of the Pacific has chosen the week of March 6th
in regard to fraternity rushing for this semester:
1949 edition of Pacific's annual through 12th as Religion in Life Week with the apropos theme
weekend of fun and frolic, the "Faith in Life's Laboratory."
Rushee Sign-up: February 28
saved. If not, the bid from the Mardi Gras. May 20 and 21 have
through March 5.
An outstanding complement of speakers constitutes the rostrum
been set as the dates for the for the religious period. Three religions are represented, Catholic
F r a t e r n i t y o p e n m e e t i n g s : second choice wil} be held.
At 4:30 on the afternoon of the occasion and the various com Jewish, and Protestant.
March 3.
1 The speakers are: Father Mark
twenty-fifth, the rushee will go mittees formed to make this
Rushee Meeting: March 8.
Fraternity rush events: March to the Dean's secretary and pick year's festivity the best ever are
J. Hurley, PhD., Assistant Super,
up the bids on file there. Then already at work.
22 through 24.
intendent of Schools, Archdiocese
the rushee goes to the house from
Rhizomia—March 22
Leading off the Mardi Gras
of San Francisco, a young man
which his bid came and pledge whirl is the post National Ju
Archania—March 23
with young ideas and active in
Omega Phi Alpha—March 24 there.
nior Collegiate Athletic Associa
youth work. Rabbi T. Elliot
tion swimming meet dance which
Grafman, Temple Israel, Long
Preference and Pledging:
will be held in the Pacific Pavi
Beach, one of the foremost Jew
March 25.
Fourth Production
lion April 23. The Dance will be
ish leaders in the West. Mr. J.
THE RUSHEE SIGN-UP — The
sponsored by the Pacific Aquatics
Roger Dias, Regional Director ol
rushee sign-up will take place in Of Studio Theatre
Club in conjunction with the Fed
the National Conference of Chris
Dean Bet's office from 9 to 5 on
erated Students Association and
tians and Jews, San Francisco.
weekdays and 9 to 12 on Satur Closes Tomorrow
Mr. Dias is active in "Y" work
day. All men signing up must, The fourth studio theatre pre will be a dressy-sports affair. The
and is well known as a youth
according to an Interfraternity sentation of the current season, orchestra for the Spring Dance
leader.
Council ruling: (1) At least be "Margaret Fleming" will conclude has not as yet been contacted, but
of high freshman standing, (2) its three-night engagement to a good local band is being sought.
The following is an oultine of
Have a 1.0 accumulative G.P.A. morrow night in the Laboratory The dance will be held in honor
the week's activities:
or a 1.3 G.P.A. for the previous Playhouse, located below the main of the coming Mardi Gras, the
M o n d a y Morning: Mass for
semester, (3) Have a $12.50 F.S.A. stage in the Pacific conservatory. Pacific Aquacade, and the win
Catholic students. Speakers in
card, and (4) Have an Infirmary Featuring Glen Huling and Re- ning team of the N.J.C.A.A. swim
Frosh Orientation Classes.
card.
ba Watterson, the play represen meet. The F.S.A. will award
Afternoon: Briefing session for
A one dollar sign-up fee will be tative of the era of 1890, is di traveling jackets to the winning
speakers
with committee. Meet
charged to defray the expenses of rected by Eileen Norton, promi .team at the dance.
ing of Christian Service Group.
Mr. J. Roger Dias, Regional
the Interfraternity Council in its nent campus figure, and continues I The requirements and regula
Women's "Y" Vespers, 5:30 to
normal function.
the theme of this season's stu tions for competition in the Mar- Director of the National Confer 6:00.
FRATERNITY OPEN MEET dent-directed vehicles "Develop j di Gras will be explained in detail ence of Christians and Jews. Mr.
Evening: Radio Discussion, 7:30
ING—This function is held in an ment of the American Drama." j at the April 23 Spring Dance. Dias is very active in "Y" work
to
7:45. Public Meeting. Panel
effort to encourage all those in Also featured in the cast of Destrictions on the floats for and is well-known as a youth
8:15, "Faith and Everyday Life."
terested in the fraternities or in nine players is Dick Armbrust, the Mardi Gras parade the hows leader.
Acapello. Living Group Meetings,
rushing to visit the houses to Neil Whitman, John Cretan, Jin and whys of prizes, and the ex
10:15. Catholic Retreat. Closing
familiarize themselves with those Grattone, Carol Anderson, Lenore planation on house functions will
Devotions.
who are members as well as LaChance and Mary Rhodes, who be presented.
Tuesday, Morning: Chapel, Wo
those who may be their fellow- recently stormed to success in a • Plans have been made for the
pledges.
comedy characterization in "Dark addition of many prizes for this "The Psalms of Israel" is a new men's Choir Rabbi Grafman,
course which is being offered at "Faith and The Intellect." Speak
RUSHEE MEETING — This of the Moon."
, year's Mardi Gras. This has been
meeting is held at 4:15 in 109 Ban Eileen Norton has chosen to made possible since the former the College of the Pacific this ers in Frosh Orientation Classes.
nister Hall and has as its purpose serve as her technical aides, Ben practice of house decorations is spring. Rabbi Joseph Gitin of Holy Mass.
the answering of any questions Noid, Jane Haskell, Barbara Far- being omitted. House decora Temple Israel of Stockton is Afternoon: Seminar, 4:15 to
rushees may wish, ta.put to repre rell, Nancy Reynolds, Vicky Ga- tions are being dropped from the teaching the course which meets 5:30, sponsor, Men's "Y". Vespers
sentatives of the fraternities and gos, Carolyn Tanner, Pat Ferreti, 1949 Mardi Gras in order to gain each Tuesday at 4:15 in Room 7:00 to 8:00—film.
to Dean Betz who will be present. Kathy Hyde, Nancy Chapman and additional attention on the many 101 of Morris Chapel.
Evening: Public vocations, 8:15,
There is no prerequisite to the Father Hurley, "Faith and Life's
RUSH EVENTS—Each frater Marilyn Noakes.
other smaller events planned for
course, which is open to anyone Work." Conservatory, "Troubanity on campus is given an even The play is a story of a play the festivities.
and designed to be of special in dors," singers from Unit I.
ing to entertain the rushees and boy husband who is unfaithful
terest to church and community
to acquaint them with pertinent to his -sweet and devoted wife and
Wednesday Morning: Holy
people, as well as College of the Mass. Afternoon: Seminar, Men's
facts regarding the fraternity. becomes the father of an illegiti Band Schedule Features
Pacific undergraduates. The He "Y". Vespers (AWS) 5:30 to 6:00.
This function also gives the mate child. On the spot to un Light Classics-Moderns
rushee an opportunity to choose tangle the unfortunate situations The 80-piece C.O.P. band under brew psalms, which have been Evening: Philosophy Club, 7:30
whichever house he deems most which arise is Dr. Larkin, an old the direction of "Pop" Heisinger called the greatest devotional lit on radio. Midnight Drama, "The
suitable to his purpose and per friend of the family, portrayed by has a full schedule ahead for the erature of alltime, will be studied Terrible Meek," Tony Reid, 11:30,
sonality.
present semester. Stunts and both for their form and spiritual Studio Theater. Closing Devo
John Cretan.
PREFERENCE AND PLEDG Due to the holiday and the marches are for the moment for values, officials in this depart tions.
ING—Each rushee will submit a advanced deadline for this paper's gotten as the band turns to the ment stated.
Thursday, Morning: Closing
list of the fraternities he would copy, the production opened too light classics and the moderns.
Rabbi Gitin is a graduate of the Services. Assembly, "Faith and
like to join in order of his prefer late for review.
Among the first of its public University of Cincinnati. He won World Order," Roger. Dias. Acaence to the Dean's secretary be
appearances
will be that of the his ordination at the Hebrew pella, Holy Mass.
tween 9 to 12 on the .25th.
Annual Band Frolic, April 27-28. Union College in the same city. On Monday, Tuesday, and
The bids from the houses will
FSA
CARDS
ARE
Other
performances include con After serving an appointment in Wednesday the radio station will
ON
SALE
then be submitted and these will
Buffalo, he went to Butte, Mon- devote the last five minutes of
be compared to the preference T O D A Y I N THE STUDENT certs at the State Hospital and j tana, where he was the only Rab broadcast time to a devotional
a
radio
broadcast
over
station
list. If there is a bid from the UNION.
period.
KCVN-FM. In May it will par bi in the state.
house of first preference this is
ticipate during National Music Thoroughly at home on the
campus, Rabbi Gitin has been CONTESTANTS
Week.
$ $ $
S A V E
$ $ :
director of the B'nai B'rith Hillel
Barbara Jane Mills, Jane Ellen
Foundations at Duke University
Hey Rube!
and at the University of Cali Haskell and Arlene Wigum Whi -6/3
fornia. He is also active in com ver, voice students, have entere
Tonight is the night!! Ross munity administration and served the Atwater Kent Auditions for
-^3 Hanna and his happy Hay as a member of the executive 1949
6/3
, ,
Seeds are making with the boards of the Mental Hygiene As Individual hearings are scne
uled
to
begin
early
in
March.
F'n"
6/3 jive in the Pacific "Cow Pal sociation, the East Bay Zionist
6/3
alists will be heard in Los An
Organization,
Red
Cross,
Traffic
ace" (Gym) from 9 to 12.
NEW - STARTLING
6/3 There is stompin' to be done Safety Commission, and Commun geles over two nationwide broa
6/3ity Chest in Berkeley. He was casts.
so bring your levis and plaids. recently appointed as Rabbi at
BEAUTIFUL - MODERN
6/3
e/3See ya, Rube!!
Temple Israel in Stockton.
More On Debators
HOLLYWOOD BED SETS

New Course

UNFINISHED
FURNITURE

DESKS - BOOK CASES
CHESTS - WORK TABLES
COFFEE TABLES

6/3.
6/3
6/3

6/3

SUNSHINE FURNITURE

6/3

— Open Nights and Sundays —

6/3

HARDING OFF WILSON

$

$

$

S A V E

$ $ $

6/3
6/3
6/3

(Continued from Page 1)

PACIFIC 6 & 10
SCHOOL SUPPLIES - NOVELTIES - ETC.
3220 Pacific Ave.

Phone 3-9866

6/3
6/3
6/3

PACIFIC MARKET

QUALITY — COURTESY
GROCERIES - MEATS • VEGETABLES • BAKERY GOODS
$200 Pacific Ave.
Dial 6-6136
—We Cash Checks — Students Welcome—

morning. They faced schools
from Utah, Nevada, and Arizon
as well as eleven California
schools including U.S.C., U.C.L. •»
Stanford, San Jose, and otherL
Bakersfield J.C. proved to oe
an excellent host. The team too
in Les Brown and his orches
who were in town at the time.
The next activity of the junior
debators takes place in M°des_
in March. The senior schedui
has not been announced yd-

•

ABOUT CAMPUS

FROSH 'Y'
MEETING

Alpha Gamma Sigma

for a mother's and father's bar
All Junior College students becue ho be held on May 1 in Zeta
The Frosh Women's "Y" held
with a grade point average of Phi's garden.
its first meeting of the spring
2.3 or higher are urged to attend
term on Wednesday, February
the first Alpha Gamma Sigma
16,
at seven o'clock in the Ander
meeting of the spring semester
son
Y hall. Miss Harriett Mon
Monday, March 7 at 7:30 p.m.
roe, Dean of Women, was the
The purpose of this California
junior College honor society
main speaker of the evening,
meeting is to hold an election for
With a horse-drawn hay wagon while Miss Dottie Wright, vice
their semester officers. It is im escorting the on-campus girls to president of the Women's "Y"
portant for all members to at
outlined the coming program.
tend this meeting which will be Omega Phi and the Shaft Dance,
A travel film and a cartoon
held in the Anderson'Y' Center. one of the most successful dances
were shown to the members as
of the school year was inaugur
Frosh Women's "Y"
entertainment. The "Y" is plan
On March 16 at 7:00 p.m. in ated last Friday night.
ning a meeting for the evening
the Anderson Women's "Y" Cen
Following out the '49er mining of March 16, and is also planning
ter, a meeting of the Frosh Wo theme, the stairs leading to the a joint cabin trip with Frosh
men's "Y" will be held.
basement and the Dirty Shame l Men's "Y" on. the week end of
The group is planning a panel Saloon were decorated to look March 19.
discussion on appropriate dress. like a mine shaft, complete with
The meeting was closed with
A girl from each sorority will be wooden logs and black spiders. an inspirational worship service
chosen to participate on the panel. The living room, where the danc led by three of the girls.
The weekend trip to the "Y's" ing took place, had bales of hay
cabin at Hogan Dam will also be and wagon wheels scattered
Patronize Our Advertisers
discussed.
around. Music was furnished by
Wayne Morrill and his combo.
Tiger Twirlers
The Tiger Twirlers will hold a
The high point of the evening
Handblocked
regular meeting upstairs in the was the entrance of Chief Lemee
C.O.P. gym next Tuesday, March of the Yosemite Indians, a prod
Linens
1 at 7:30 p.m.
uct of Bob Bondshu's ingenuity.
COMPACTS - HANKIES
The purpose of these meetings The Chief brought some comedy
is to learn a few new folk dances to the dance with his interpreta
•
and to review some old ones. tions of some Indian dances and
Anyone in units II or III who is war chants.
Walter's House
interested in folk dancing is in
Chairmen
of
the
dance
were
vited to attend these meetings.
of Gifts
Ken Mork and Robin Rush.
Zeta Phi
Paul Petrie was in charge of the 2119 Pacific Ave. Phone 2-2112
Zeta Phi's Mother's Club had refreshments.
1
its first meeting last Sunday af
ternoon. The mothers held an
Telephone 3-4952
1603 Pacific Avenue
election which included president,
Mrs. Patton; vice-president, Mrs.
DRIVE-IN
Erickson; and secretary-treasurer,
Mrs. Joy. They also made plans

Omega Phi
Shaft Dance

SOCIAL CALENDAR
TOMORROW: 8:00 p.m. — Basketball, C.Q.P. vs. National
Guard of San Francisco at Civic Aud.
8:00 p.m. — Studio Theatre—"Margaret Flem
ing"
SUNDAY:
Zeta Phi Rush Function—Informal—Dessert
Hours.
MONDAY:
Stockton Symphony Orchestra 4th Concert.
TUESDAY:
8:15 p.m.—Sixth Faculty Recital—Mary Bowl
ing and Edward Shadbolt, Pianists —
Conservatory Auditorium.
7:30-9:15 p.m.—Tiger Twirlers Club Meeting
and Dance instruction—Room 200—Gym.
WEDNESDAY: 8:00-9:30 p.m. — Associated Music Students
"Pops" Concert—Gym.
THURSDAY: 7:30-9:30 p.m.—Zeta Phi Rush Functions —
Informal.
4:15 p.m.—Pi Gamma Mu Paper Presentation
in classroom.
6:00-8:00 p.m.—Alpha Theta Tau Basketball
Dinner at Alpha Thete.

CLEANERS

STRICTLY 50. . . It has been understood that
a new gal on campus is off to a
good start. If you want any more
information on the subject, ask
Messieurs Huth and Nichols.
Seems that both need a little
brushing up in their various
fields.
. . . A n intercolegiate feeling
between Archania and Epsilon is
in the making. Football is the
game and we understand that
Louise Gollar Is apt at catching
passes.
. . . The open houses last week
end at T.K.K. and Alpha Thete
proved to be quite successful.
Seen was a new man on campus
(Dan Terree) who is causing
quite a bit of talk. Girls, take
notice, or have you already.
GIFTS

M.

"THE HOUSE OF PERSONAL SERVICE"
24 Hour Cleaning Service — 2 Day Laundry Service

Complete line of:
• CAMERAS
• MOVIES
• FILM
• CASES
• PICTURE FRAMES •
HARRY A MIRIAM
G L U S K I N

CAMERA

• PROJECTORS

CORNER

Harry and Miriam Gluskin

2034 PACIFIC AVE.

PHONE 2-1132

09 04

SILVER

Friedberger f i r Co.
339 E. MAIN ST.

WATCHES

DIAMONDS

SAVE 20%
Your F.S.A. Card good
for 20% discount on all
watches, diamonds and
jewelry purchased at

DuBois Cleaners

"PERT and PRETTY"

Takes pleasure in announcing

SUNDRESS SUPREME, WITH LACE TO OUTLINE A

the opening of their

SWEETHEART NECKLINE AND GATHERED SIDE

Pacific Avenue
Branch
3212 PACIFIC AVE.

(Next to Thor's)

PANELS

ON

THE

GORED SKIRT.

SHORT SLEEVED BOLERO TURNS
STREET DRESS.

Any watch cleaned, re
paired and overhauled
$5.50

INTO A

IN WHITE, DAFFODIL, PINK, BLUE" AND LILAC.
SIZES 9 TO 15.

17.95

Conveniently located for Students
to Save with
C A S H

IT

SANFORIZED COTTON PICOLAY

SMITH'S
902 DON BURTON BLDG.

MATCHING

a n d C A R R Y
Pacific at Walnut
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PACIFIC PLAYS AT SAN JOSE TONIGHT
Forty-Niners

Invade Civic;
Boast Successful Record

CUBS VIE WITH
MODESTO FIVE

By Bob Haaker

By JIM GALLAGHER

' The traditional grudge battle is in store tonight as the Tigers
close out their collegiate competition schedule against San j0Se
on the Prune City court.
Although no mathematical
chance for the CCAA crown re
T I G E R S W I M M E R S mains for Pacific, the contest
looms as a chance for the Tigers
IN WORKOUTS
to erase an earlier defeat taken
Pacific's varsity
swimming at the hands of the defending
XCUBS LACED
team, which lost the C.C.A.A. champions. Only Santa Barbara
Led by their marvelous for
championship last year because has pinned a loss on the Spartans
wards, Dud Truelson and Bob
of a false start in the filial re who appear to be rolling into an
Metheney, the Rams ran rough
lay, will return this year a other conference title.
shod over the Cubs last Friday
stronger organization with a bet
The Tigers will return to
night, 59-32. Smashing a slowter chance.
Stockton tomorrow night to en
breaking Cub offense that had the
Bob Brown, holder of the Na gage the San Francisco Fortyscore knotted at 6-6 after five
tional J.C. 220 record and a for Niners in the Stockton Auditor
minutes of play, the Rams hung
mer member of Fullerton's cham ium. The Golden Gate quintet,
up a 26-10 halftime lead and main
pionship team, swims the 220 representatives of the National
tained the pressure throughout
freestyle in 2:16 and the 100 in Guard unit of that city, boast a
the second half.
54. He has three years of eligi number of well-known cagers
Held to only 11 field goals
from collegiate ranks. They also
bility.
throughout the entire game, the
Frank Poucher, Brown's team have an impressive record against
Cubs found themselves hopeless
mate at Fulerton, holds National top amateur and college teams of
ly outclassed by an excellent San
J.C. records for the four-man re- the west coast.
Francisco defense and unable to
Pacific, in a late season drive, |
lay, the 150 yard backstroke, and
stop the consistent scoring
the medley relay. He has back- has taken two of their last three
thrusts of the Ram forwards.
stroked the 100 in 1:01. Two more games, with the losing game •
Doug Scovil tanked 10 points to
years of record breaking for him. against Santa Barbara having all
top Stockton scorers, while Tru
Don Driggs, mainstay in the appearances of being an official's
elson had 13 and Metheney 12 for
220 last year and anchor man on picnic. In losing to the Gauchos
the winners.
the four-man relay team, will by a 54 to 50 score, the Tigers had
see two more years of glory in a total of twenty-seven personal
LONG SHOTS
fouls called against them. On
Pacific's pool.
Dick Hart, reserve guard, dis
only twelve occasions did the
Of course there's Bob Steele, whistle parade find rule infrac- '
played some nice long-range ac
curacy in the closing minutes of
Phil "Corky" Ortez takes a one-handed push shot in last Pacific's blond sprinter, who tions on the part of the hosting
the game, pushing home two Tuesday's Santa Clara game which the Bengals took 60-52. Hank holds records in the 50 and 100- Gauchos. Howard Pearce walked
quick buckets.
Pfister watches along with two Broncos, Andy Collins and Joe yards free style, and his running- away with the Pacific scoring hon- I
mate, Wayne Lavelle, capable of ors when he poured in 16 points.
San Francisco had tougher Crowley.
a 24.8, who will see his first year Hanging close on the heels of
sledding the following night at
of varsity competition.
Modesto, eking out a 43-41 win
Pearce, was Bud Proulx with a
Ferril and McMillan will splash
over a stubborn Pirate squad in
total of 12.
the water breaststroke-style while
a conference crucial.
nival and instead of correcting John McCandles still remains un DOWN CAL POLY
By Don Dragoo
This week the Cybs wind up
On Saturday, the Cal-Poly Mus- I
his ways, Wilson adds to his sub decided whether to swim free
The dark, ugly head of subver versive deeds by taking fourth
the 1949 season with a series with
tangs once again bowed to the I
style or backstroke.
Modesto, first game of which was sive activities is undermining the place in class 'A" competition.
Pacific lacks depth in the div Tigers by a score of 44 to 41. Not I
played Wednesday night in the Sierra Nevada Mountain Ski What can you do with a char ing events where Morie Greene hitting the pace that carried I
Pacific gym. Final game of the meets this season. These ac acter like that?
will handle the aerial perform them to a twenty-point victory I
season takes place tonight at Mo tions are sooner or later going
over Poly in a game only one I
Ed Kaupilla has a bad habit ances unaided.
to become the cause of turmoil
desto.
that all of us on campus must , Ralph Becker and Graham week before, the Tigers were I
between the competing teams of
do our utmost to correct. He is Christie, the bland Mutt and Jeff hard-pressed to hold the final|
this area, but this story must
using that guy Wilson as an idol. pair of Pacific's water polo team, three point edge. Bud Proulx fat- j
come out, and since it is the duty
Do you realize the results of will see action in the distance tened his season average with 16
of every reporter to print the
points, with Bill Wirt getting 11
such actions? Kaupilla is simply races.
whole truth, I am bound by the
Fate's cold shoulder, which for his night's work. Consistent
The Pacific golf team plays unwritten code. to tell you all going around adding insult to in
jury by following Wilson's prac toppled Pacific from its cham Hank Moroski virtually sewed up
their first home match a week that is going on.
tice of beating the big wheels. pionship roost last year should another all-conference berth b>
from today when they entertain
It hurts me deeply to have to And these other characters that give the team a boost this sea getting 15 for the losers.
the St. Marys Gaels on the Stock
ton Country Club course. On the say something like this, but the give Pacific a big, bold name . . . son while the competition gets SANTA CLARA ROUTE
Tuesday night's game in the
following Wednesday the Tigers longer I delay, the harder it be we are not supposed to rate bold dunked in hot water.
Stockton Auditorium found San
travel to Modesto to play the Pir comes to bring this story to face type on the programs .
light. The Delta Rhythm Boys guys like Rog Wickman, Bob
ta Clara going down under a
ates.
are raising havoc with most of McMahan and Elton Murphy,
torrid second half drive staged >
LOSE TO CAL
the West's ski teams! There, I've should be able to control them
the Tigers.
t
Smarting from a 22-5 lacing said it and I'm glad. Oh! Gosh! I selves!
The final 60 to 52 score belles
handed to the catmen by the Cali must not forget Elaine Rose,
Then, to make matters worse,
The Ti-Grids fresh from a 47-39 the edge enjoyed by Pa™..
fornia Bears, the Orange and Pacific's skiing beauty — she is what do they do but fly a broom victory over the Santa Clara throughout the second ha • I
Black will be out to protect their also in on these subversive activi on the car during the trip home Bombers return again to the Civ Ahead by only five points at
home course from the Moraga in ties. She is going around winning to signify a clean sweep after ic Auditorium tomorrow night. intermission, the Tigers open |
vaders.
Snow Queen honors.
Elaine Rose turns a bewitching The converted pigskinners will up when play was resumed. 1
The nerve of these people! smile in the judge's direction battle the Pacific Blacks in a pre Wirt, who moved into the p v°
BudTroyer, Pacific's newest ad
dition to the links, posted the Beating contenders from schools and walks off with the Snow liminary tussle to the C.O.P. vs. spot when Howie Pearce w
shaken up, spearheaded a sc°n
only victory for the team when like California, U.C.L.A., Stan Queen crown. Brother, somethin' Forty Niner contest.
1
he shaded Don Schwab 2 and 1 ford, Nevada, and, ha!, San Jose has got to be done. They just
The cleatmen will be out to attack that, at one time, Pu
Schwab, Cals' top man, took a 75. State. They should have more can't continue their subversive avenge an early season one point cific twenty points ahead o ^
I
while Troyer carded a one over respect for class "A" teams, but activities. It's not becoming of a defeat suffered at the hands of surprised Broncos. The Plg
controlled both boards and v
.
no, they travel miles and miles, small college to insult the big Kjeldsen's proteges.
par 73.
and then without practice, they schools. It just ain't right.
Tuesday night's win gave the hitting set shots as well
GAEL STARS
calmly and thoroughly swish past
„, ¥ j
Here's a list of the damaging Ti-Grids some satisfaction for the drive-ins.
The Gaels boast two stickmen these fine schools with not much
Corky Ortez and Bud P'
evidence: Wilson takes fourth in 21-20 setback dealt them by the
who hold local titles. George more than a toss of a ski pole.
.
the cross-country, Kaupilla takes Broncos during the 1946 grid sea racked up 13 points each,
Bruno is San Francisco and Berk
Wirt holding top honors wit
This guy Wilson, and when we eighth, Wickman takes 11th, and son.
eley Jr. Champ, While A1 Nel
Roy Kirsten, often on the re 17
remember that he is the Feder McMahan takes 13th. There were
son is Northern California Inter ated Students president, it makes thirty-five entrants. The Delta ceiving end of Eddie Le Baron's
Santa Clara all but
collegiate golf king. Packard Har
the
sponge by sending in
g
passes,
paced
the
club
to
a
27-19
it even worse, has of past made Rhythm Boys combine to take
rington, Gael footballer by way a practice of beating class "A" third in team standings in the half time lead. His 17 points com reserves with more tlian^
of Honolulu, will bolster the as skiers with regularity. It seems down-hill competition; they take bined with roily polly Sid Hall's minutes remaining in the ga
pirations of Nelson and Bruno.
that he has no respect for class fourth in the slalom, and place 10 counters to push the gridders They closed the gap consider i w
to a colorful win. The Ti-Grids in those remaining minutes,
All three are currently compet distinction in the sports field. high in the jumping events.
ing in the San Francisco City Then comes the University of
This practice of finishing up displayed the rough tricky kind the effort only served to maK
better looking boxscore.
(Continued on Page 5)
Championships.
(continued on page 5)
Nevada Invitational Winter Car
A pair of weekend victories,
one of them over Stockton's Cubs,
gave San Francisco City College
an undisputed stranglehold on the
NCJCC, and added two more
scalps to the plentiful Ram col
lection.

Skiers Incite Morale Break-down

Bears Down Tigers
Bud Troyer Wins

Ti-Grids Meet Blacks
Led by Kirsfen, Hall
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Cub Mermen Capture
Pre-Season Events

Phil--Ins
By Guthrie

Bobby Thomas, diminutive forward for the Tiger cagers, was
responsible for a technical foul being called on the Bengals in last
Friday's Santa Barbara game which was played to a chorus of
referees' whistles.
It seems that basketball's "Mr. Shakespeare" went high into
the air to make a perfect block on an attempted Santa Barbara
field goal and to the amazement of everyone, including the highly
partisan southland crowd, the referee called an infraction on
Thomas.
After the second foul shot Howie Pearce took the ball off the
backboard and a Gaucho player made a stab at it, clearly missing
both the ball and the person of the towering Mr. Pearce. The
official called another dubious personal, however, and gave Sticks
a charity toss.
This was too much for Thomas. He walked over to the official,
put his arm around the surprised mediator in a friendly fashion
and whispered—"What's the matter, ref, guilty conscience?"
Result—One cowboy foul shot, one burned up referee, and one
very gratified Mr. Thomas.
SIGNS WITH PORTS
Jackie Brown, promising quarterback behind Ed LeBaron last
year, who dropped from school at the end of the football season,
has signed with the Stockton Ports of the California State League.
It is reported that the Lodi athlete will work at shortstop with
the Stockton club.
BLOCK P SOCIETY
The long inactive Block P Society held a meeting last week
and chose officers. Harry Kane was elected president and two
other grid men, John Poulos and Art Waldorf, took the vice-presi
dent and secretary-trgasurer positions.
The group decided to take action on the letter sweater situation.
It was ruled that no high school blocks will be allowed on campus
and a closer check will be made on sleeve stripes.
The organization will sponsor a basketball game with the
faculty next month and has tentative plans for a Sports Carnival
later in the Spring.
THE PFISTER STORY
Last week it was reported that Hank Pfister would go to the
Philippines to compete in a tennis tournament there. Pfister and
Joe Woolfson of San Francisco State were chosen as promising
young players who deserved to make the trip. At the last moment,
however, several Northern California players with higher seedings
complained to the authorities of the tennis governing body. These
individuals resented the fact that Pfister and Woolfson didn't rank
high enough to merit the opportunity. Rather than cause any
internal trouble in the organization, the officials decided to call-off
the trip.
A SUGGESTION
The STOCKTON RECORD carried an advance story earlier
this week on the C.O.P.-Santa Clara game which took place Tues
day night in the Civic Auditorium.
The RECORD article played-up the preliminary game between
Ti-Grids and their Santa Clara counterpart, the Bombers, while rel
egating the contest between the schools' varsities to a minor role.
It's true that the Ti-Grids are good sports news material because
of the personnel of the squad and the brand of ball they play;
but they certainly don't rate top-billing over the varsity.
Possibly the Record is passing up a good bet by not putting
more emphasis on the College of Pacific games. The Tigers are
the only really big-time basketball aggregation in this city and
should get top space priority in the sports pages of the Stockton
newspaper.
IN TAHOE MEET TOMORROW
Bob Wilson, Bob McMahon and Edy Kaupilla will compete in
the Class B Cross Country Far Western Ski Association Cham
pionships at Lake Tahoe this Saturday.

TI-GRIDS(Continued from Page 4)
of ball that is crowd pleasing.
Wednesday the gridiron per
formers trounced the Stockton
Firemen 39-22 in a preliminary
game to the Stockton College
thriller. The Firemen, fresh from
copping the City League crown,
were no match for the Tiger be
hemoths.
Roy Kirsten again showed
amazing court ability by tanking
14 points for the winners, Don
Brown absent from the Santa
Clara tussle returned to the hard
wood with an uncanny shooting
eye combined with a rugged
floor game. The gridders are
holding up extremely well and
compiling a record Pacific may
well be proud of despite the fact
they have no formal practice
sessions.

Three junior college swimmers
who are currently working out
with Bijl Antilla's Stockton Col
lege Cubs have caused bay area
swimmers to check their press
clippings, i
Two weeks ago Denny Pace
won the PAA Senior Men's 100year sprint, taking the best that
California, Stanford and the vari
ous independents of Northern
California had to offer in the
time of 54.8.
Last week-end two other Stock
ton natators, Jon Stebbins and
Dick Cullenward, traveled to the
bay city and brought back a
large hunk of prestige by virtue
of their showings.
Stebbins beat out Don Hester,
West Coast Intercollegiate breaststroke champion while Cullenward
was finishing second to Ralph
Sala, the Stanford flyer who is
rated as one of California's best
in the men's open 220-yard free
style.
Off these early-season showings
the Cubs should be really ready
for the National Junior College
meet which will be held at the
Oak Park pool April 22 and 23.
As the referee watches, Del King goes high into the air in an
Stockton prospects look so
attempt to clear the ball off the backboard, while a San Francisco great that Antilla is having trou
man gently shoves him aside..
ble scheduling meets. He has
tried to get encounters with San
ta Clara and St. Marys but the
bay area schools are reluctant in
making the date because they
fear a trouncing by a school with
The College Hotshots will go less, Don Hamilton, Ernie Marco- junior college rating.
into the Intramural Basketball polis, Clint Arbuckle, and Mike
Finals Wednesday night to face Monich all have had interscolastic
the Omega Phi Bulldogs. The competition.
Hotshots reached the finals The Hotshots will bank on Tor
(Continued from Page 4)
through a 28-27 torrid win over vick, Frank Poucher, Sid Hall,
Werner Strauss, Vern Parris and among the first five has just got
the Shmoos.
Jim Torvick clinched the con Ron Alberts. Poucher and Strauss to be remedied. It cannot con
test with a twenty-foot swisher seldom miss with a one-hand push tinue. The Delta Rhythm Boys
will be giving the Tigers too
in the final two minutes of play. from twenty feet.
The Shmoos holding a comfort Tapa Hafa Keg and Archania much publicity and we can tol
able 19-10 half-time lead found will open up the evening's games erate none of that. It is too much
their offense slowed down to a at 7:15 while the main eventers to expect for a team that has
fense while employing a ball con-j take to the hardwood at 8:30. little or no time to practice. It
trol in the second stanza. The The Bulldogs may bolster their is against all the laws of econ
Hotshots threw up a tight de- rooting- section,with a brass band. omics. As a matter of fact, it is
trol offense which crumbled the
The evening's festivities will just down-right brutal to beat
Shmobs hopes for a title bid.
usher out basketball for this sea the big schools.
But now that I have said my
Despite the low score both son. Dr. Voltmer will present
squads showed unusual finesse in gold medals to the winners of piece, I will let you draw your
ball control and rebounding. Don the Major League and silver med own conclusions. All I can say
Mitchler, who practically lives in als to the Minor League victors. is "pour it on!"
the Pacific gym, netted 16 points Volley ball is the next sport on
Patronize our advertisers.
for the losers, Mitchler is a fine the intramural agenda.
example of the type of ball hawk
the intramural ranks can breed
under good playing conditions.
Omega Phi will throw up a tal
ented array of players in an at
tempt to stop the surging HotNOW
WAS
shots. John Rohde, John McCand-

INTRAMURAL CHAMPIONSHIPS WEDNESDAY
DULLDOGS FACE HOTSHOTS FOR CROWN

GAUCHO SHIRTS
FULL FASHIONED
Powder Blue, Black, Maroon, Forest Green

MORE SKIING—

SKI SALE...

Bill Klein Autograph Skiis. . . . $43.50
19.95
A & T Factory Seconds. . . .
9.95
Ski Bindings, values to... .
5.95

Army Ski Poles
Sandler Ski Boots
Ski Pants

-

27.50
16.95

$29.95
14.95
4.95
4.45
19.95
12.95

Navy Blue, Grey and Tan

SKIIS - BOOTS - SKI RACKS

$3.50 — $3.95

and TOBOGGANS FOR RENT

Plain Colors and Stripes

Wasul

SPORT SHOP
HOTEL STOCKTON BUILDING
129 East Weber Avenue
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Personnel Board Red Gross Drive Starts; Shakespeare
Music students in the Conserva Atherfon Lists Aid Given
Tonight
tory of Music may be interested
February 14 marked the start

in a recent report from the Cali
of the $124,319 45-day American
fornia State Personnel Board
Red Cross fund drive in San Joa
concerning the new classification
quin County, according to chap
of Music Therapist.
ter chairman Warren H. AtherA California state civil service ton.
examination for Music Therapist
Heading the drive are Alex
will be held by the State Per McRae and Simpson Homage,
sonnel Board on March 3, 1949. who will begin residential solici
Present vacancies are at the tation March 1.
Stockton State Hospital and Ca- Stockton's Fund Review Com
marillo State Hospital, but it is mittee approved the figure pro
expected that similar positions posed as their part of the $60,will be established in other State 000,000 national goal. The major
hospitals in the future.
part of the fund will be used for
Entrance requirements for this home service.

New S. G. Regulation
Stockton College Students who
expect to graduate next June,
1949, are required to have a cu
mulative grade point average of
.75.
This new regulation was adop
ted by the faculty of Stockton
College in the Spring of 1947 upon
the recommendation of the Ad
ministrative Council and became
effective on all students entering
the Fall of 1947 and later.
The effect of the regulation is
that standards for graduation
have been raised from the pre
vious requirement of a "D" aver
age. The new regulation brings
Stockton College more in line
with the better institutions of
its type in the State of California.

Shakespeare will come to life
tonight for the students of the
College of the Pacific and resi
dents of Stockton when theMargaret Webster Shakespeare Co.
presents "Macbeth" in the audi
torium tonight at 8:30 p.m.
The Margaret Webster Co. is
the first Broadway standard re
pertory company to play the Col
lege circuit and has been re
ceived with enthusiasm at every
stop.
Arriving here from San Fran
cisco, where their production re
ceived favorable comment from
examination are: Graduation
Home service director, Mrs. critics, the troupe will roll up to
from a recognized school of mu Faye McKinsey, assistant director the stage door in especially de
JEWISH MUSIC FESTIVAL
sic with major work in music of the Stockton regional blood signed busses that permits the
The Jewish Community Coun
therapy or one year of full-time c e n t e r , i s h a n d l i n g v e t e r a n wardrobe manager to keep the
cil
of Stockton is extending invi
costumes
in
faultless
press.
paid experience on a professional claims and problems instead of
level in work with mental pa the previously predominate ac
During the trip, which began tations to all students interested
last September, the company at in attending the nationwide ob
tients and graduation from a tive service cases.
school of music, or college or uni
one
time covered eight states in servance of National Jewish Mu
Mr. Atherton also pointed out
sic Festival which began Febru
versity with either (1) a major in the other duties of the Red Cross, a week's time.
music, or (2) a major in educa "Your Red Cross needs help to
When Miss Webster announced ary 12 and continues through
tion, psychology, or occupational fight floods, tornadoes, earth the original casting call, more March 20.
On February 28, at Shermantherapy and a minor in music. quakes, disaster and disease. Polio than 300 young hopefuls an
Clay
Music Hall, 1740 Pacific
Senior students will be admitted still has to be knocked out. The swered the call. From these, Avenue, Mr. Ellis Kohs, profes
Margaret
Webster
selected
Carol
to the examination but they must loss of lives by drowning and ac
sor of music at C.O.P., will play
produce evidence of graduation cident must be reduced and the Goodner, Alfred Ryder, and Jo his own composition "Evocation."
seph
Holand
to
headline
the
cast.
before they can be considered for number of lives saved by blood
Credit for the sets goes to The program features Jewish
employment.
transfusions must be increased."
Wolfgang Roth, who designed composers.
The Council is offering special
them with a simplicity that keeps
the attention on the actor and rates of 50c to students interested
enables the stage hands to set up in the Cavalcade of Jewish Music
successfully on a town square if on Sunday, March 20, at the
Jewish Community Center at
need be.
Miss Webster presents a "Mac 8:15 p.m.
beth" that has been cut sparingly
if at all. Her success with KAEO SCHEDULE
Shakespearean presentations has Monday through Friday morn
earned for her the prase, "What ings
7:30 Yawn Patrol
the troubador was to the ballad,
8:00 Navy Band transcribed
A
LOWNEW
PRICE
Margaret Webster is to Shakes
8:15 Mews and Nusic
peare." This is due a great deal
on
8:30 Spins and Needles
to the fact that Miss Webster
9:00 Brief resume of foreign
never forgets that Shakespeare
news
was meant to be enjoyed. Keep
9:05
Sign
Off
ing this in mind she doesn't lose
sight of the fact that in a play Sunday through Thursday even
like "Macbeth" treachery and in ings
7:00 Tiger Tempos
trigue are the order of the day.
8:15 News
8:30 Music to Study By
Patronize Our Advertisers!
9:15 Your Request Show
10:00 Sign off
NOTE: Following programs
heard once a week: Event of the
Week - Monday 8:15; World To
• DANIEL LIMING •
Every week a hit of the week day - 7:30; Eddie Duchin Show
Tuesday 8:00; A.W.S. Show, Wed
will be given*
nesday - 8:00; Thur. morning Pac.
Coffee Time - 8:15; Sunday night
to the student picked from
Directory — YOU may be 7:30 Informal Sessions.
N E X T !

PENNEY'S
DOES IT AGAIN
GABARDINE
SPORT SHIRTS

Watch This Corner

By Bob Huth
LOUD NOISES: Two of the
three main transmitters (the
third next week) around Radio
Quonset is John Crabbe, director
and professor, and Stan Lichtenstein, student Station Manager
of KAEO. The two of them to
gether have close to twenty years'
radio experience. Crabbe studied
at Modesto Jr. College, Fresno St.,
NYU, U. of Iowa, and had profes
sional experience with KTRB
Modesto. Lichenstein studied at
C.C.S.F. and two years here. Stan
has come up the hard way by
doing numerous board shifts,
newscasts, sports announcing and
special events.
WORK: Radio Quonset is going
to broadcast the returns of the
city recall election Tuesday night,
March 8 as a service to the pub
lic. The ground work is being
done by the Radio News class.
As the votes are counted at -the
various pdlling places, they will
be radioed back to the plant
where a tabulation will be taken
and broadcast to the public.
ADRENALIN: Students who
feel tired after a long weekend
should tune into Bob "Haw
thorne" Hodges' new show "In
formal Sessions." Heard every
Sunday night from 7:30 until 8:15
on KAEO, the show has every
thing and anything — Hodges
plays music, reads the paper,
sings, talks to anyone who comes
in — I was in Studio B last
Sunday night for 15 minutes be
fore I knew he was ON THE AIR.
HERE'S PROOF: Last issue I
mentioned that KNBC's new disc
jockey Jimmy Lyons was con
tinually plugging the radio hon
orary fraternity, AEO — well
some of you may have doubted
there is such a boy — if so, see
Radio-Television Best for March
—He's disc jocked of the month
and he's on page 37.

BRIGHT BOY: One of the ris
ing "mikes" around the station
this year is Harry "Sam Shovel"
Uhlenburg. Harry, a terrific an
nouncer and monologue actor, and
heard on many Radio Workshop
shows, is planning a series of
mystery shows this semester en
FISH FISHED FISHER
•Must be claimed within week
A canny young fisher named titled "My Name Is Johnny LaFisher
Berge." He will write and pro
Once fished from the edge of duce.
a fissure.
LISTEN: A couple of good
A fish with a grin
shows are starting next week on
Pulled the fisherman in —
Now they're fishing the fissure KAEO and KCVN. One, the
2001 Pacific Avenue
Event of the Week, will be heard
for Fisher.
i
regularly over both stations on
Monday at 8:15 p.m. It will be a
dramatization of the outstanding
SPECIAL TO...
news event of the week. The oth
STOCKTON COLLEGE
er is The Eddie Duchin Show,
m
which will feature a guest star
AND C. O. P. STUDENTS
every week. A tentative date is
Tuesday night at 8:00.

FREE!

1

S

A New Low Price

3.98

Here it is! The shirt that Stockton men have told
us is their favorite—It's tailored from smart durable
Gabardine with a large rolled hand stitched collar—
2 pockets with flaps—and all your favorite colors—
Maroon, Chocolate. Beige, Blue, Brown. Sizes Small,
Medium and Large. BUY NOW AND SAVE!

AT PENNEY'S
STOCKTON

PHONE 7-7061

SAVE
1
0
%
On All Merchandise at

•miinmiiiiiiuuiii

uncus!
TLiArt/L

UrixtuiAxrtcL.

244 NORTH

EL DORADO

AUTO SUPPLV

V6RYTH1NG

FOR

TH€ ft UTO

— N O T I C E —
Radio Station KAEO will air
the traditional game between
COP's Tigers and the Spartans
from San Jose tonight. Special
Events Director Rudy Jensen
is sending two top-notch
sportscasters to re-create the
game for Stockton listeners.
The broadcast is slated for
eight o'clock.
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Heads and Tales
BY E. BORROR

Comes the Mail-

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

By FRANCIS
A special Senate meeting is
Do you like to answer mail? Dear Editor:
scheduled for next Monday night.
How
would you like to open "The "Hay Hop" and all the
The usual Cabinet conference will
bushels and reams of the stuff much too infrequent "BIG" danc
not take place.
every day? It is varied though, es are O.K., but how about some
Ray Butler, Director for Unit guaranteed to drive you sane more smaller dances and activi
ties.
II, has been voted a $50 bonus within two weeks.
After all, we get kind of tired
for his work this term. The Cab
What's this on top? A delight of the few home games, etc. How
inet wished to express its appre
ful little thing from a New York about some regular dances like
ciation for his co-operation and
firm advertising a study lamp we used to have for a while. Ei
generous expenditure of time,
that clamps right on the book ther after a game (like we did
also.
you are reading. Weighing only during football season) or spec
Ed James announced at the four pounds, it comes equipped
ial dances all their own.
meeting Monday night, that the with a complete set of tools to
Let's put more emphasis on
Naranjado last year was chosen •jmove it from page to page.
social get-to-gethers. After all,
one of the ten outstanding an | Here is a little gem entreating we're not co-educational for class
nuals in the United States. He us to run a story advocating long es, you know.
added that it would be just as er and more complex internships.
We haven't really had a dance
good this year, and the sports I (For what? Veterinarians, I sup for weeks.
shots are nothing less than sen pose.)
—Anonymous
sational.
I In case you're fanatically in
To those who object to the terested in the social problems ANSWER TO LETTER
$4.00 charge for the book, it was 'of Norway, the University of Os- ON MORE DANCES
pointed out that the printing of lo happens to be offering just I The major reason the F.S.A.
i hasn't sponsored any post-game
each book costs $11.23. Part of such a course.
Do you like to dig holes? This dances is simply that there is no
this cost is paid through adver
tising, and the F.S.A. is still tak may not be in your line, but the available space in which to hold
ing a one-dollar loss on each an State of California needs a care- them,
nual — provided the bills are not taker for a cemetery.
i FUTURE AFFAIRS
paid within the ten to thirty day | In case you want to write a I There will be several group
grace period. Twelve hundred letter to a Russian, it is now sponsored dances in the near fuand fifty books are ordered, with possible. Who can read Russian? ture. Last week TKK held an
Attention students! Here is open house and informal dance
a narrow margin of extras for
iyour chance, act now. Do not de- with the public invited. Alpha
late buyers.
The Stockton College swimming 'lay, for only the best can become Theta Tau held one too. On the
team, represented by Don Kent Junior Seed Potato Certification 23rd, Alpha Kappa Phi held a
Inspectors. (Don't laugh, it pays dance in the gym. The A.W.S.
who is helping with plans, re
$243 bucks a month to start.)
formal is coming up, and there
ported on the part it was willing
On and on it goes. Please (sob)
be a dance after the Nationto take in making a success of
don't send us any more mail. It a' Junior College Swimming
the S.C. swimming tournament
to be held in Stockton April 22nd just stacks upon the floor and we meet here,
FREE TIME
and 23rd. After a track meet the have to wade through it to get FIND
One suggestion is that you con
;
to
the
door.
evening of the 23rd, there will
sult the social calendar in the
probably be a late dance at the
[dean of women's office and find
gym. Visitors from the schools
APTLY PUT—
a free date when your class can
attending the swimming and
Three
monkeys
sat
on
a
cocoanut
track meets will be invited as
tree
COBB RECEIVES PATENT
guests.
Discussing things as they're
Dr. Emerson Cobb, COP Chem
A twenty-piece band will be
said to be.
sent to San Jose Saturday night Said one to the others,
istry professor, has received no
to back the team in that import
"Now listen, you two,
tice of the award of a patent on
ant game. Everyone with means There's a certain rumor
a plastic paint of his invention.
of transportation is urged to at
that can't be true:
The product is described as.a
tend and support the joust with That man descended from
plastic
paint material with spe
our old rivals.
our noble race;
cial
adhering
qualities on steel
What's the matter?? Don't you
The very idea is a disgrace.
like the assemblies? We think
and other metal surfaces. The
they're plenty good ... or haven't "No monk ever deserted
paint helps to prevent rust and
you seen one?
his wife,
corrosion.
Starved her babies or
her life.
Women's Y Meeting And ruined
WHO DUNNIT MYSTERY
you've never known a
In a deserted part of Brook
The Women's Y has a big meet
mother monk
to leave her babies with
ing planned for you! Special
lyn, about 3:30 a.m. on the night
another to bunk.
events, skits, refreshments, sing
of January 14, four men got into
ing, and Miss Edith Lerrigo, Sec Or pass them on from one to
a serious argument which re
retary of the South West Pacific
another,
sulted
in one man killing one of
'Til
they
scarcely
know
who
Coast Region will speak on the
the others. They all ran away
is their mother.
Y.W.C.A. in China.
after the fatal shot and were
Everyone is invited for an even
finally caught by the police and
"And
another
thing,
you'll
ing of fun and fellowship. Here's
brought into headquarters. Un
never see
your chance to meet new people!
fortunately
an innocent man, not
A
monk
build
a
fence
'round
Remember, Anderson Y, 7:30 p.m.,
in the crowd, got drawn in with
a cocoanut tree
Monday, February 28, 1949.
And let the cocoanuts go to waste them. Knowing the following
Forbidding all other monks
facts, can you tell who the murSOUTH HALL FEATURES
derer was, who the victim was,
a
taste.
LINGERIE FASHIONS
and who the innocent man was?
Why if I'd put a fence around
| Tom—who had just met the
A lingerie fashion show will be
a tree,
murdered man and knew he con
held for the women residing in
Starvation would force you
trolled a gang, wouldn't dare to
South Hall next Thursday even
to steal from me.
tell on the murderer.
ing, March 3. The Brown House
| Dick—who hates the murderer
is sponsoring the affair and mod "Here's another thing a monk
whom he has known for four
els will consist of women living
won't do—
years, is a pal of Fred's and a
in the hall. Jo Fincher will be
Go out at night and get on
cousin of the murdered man.
in charge of the fashion show, > a stew,
and Mrs. Sharpe, buyer of the Of use a gun or club or knife | Harry—who stood behind the
murderer when he fired the fatal
Designer's Room, Brown House,
To take some monkey's life.
will act as hostess.
Yes, man descended, the onery Ishot, was sure Tom did it
Jack—who was in Philadelphia
cuss, but brother,
Those who will model are
with his girl the evening of the
He didn't descend from us!"
Joeelyn Brome, Judith Braden,
[murder and hasn't seen Dick for
Marie Partridge, Pat Ferretti, Jo
jtwo years, was arrested in the
Speers, Lois Hafer, Joyce Brooks, VAIN REGRET
When a speeding automobile Bronx two days later,
and Bonnie Lewis.
collides, nothing can soften its j Fred—the boss of a powerful
Every year, at least 2,500 per Impact—least of all, regret how- gang and an escaped convict, was
sons are accidentally killed while ever sincere it may be, says the the first man caught by the
stealing rides on the freight California State Automobile As- police.
sociation.
— Answer next issue —
trains of the United States.

Aquacade Comes

1 To COP May 13-14

hold a dance, or picnic or any
thing else you can dream up.
Your class officers are given $150
per semester to spend for such
things and as yet, the Freshman
class is the only one' planning
anything.
Get on your class officers. The
social chairmen are doing their
best within their limited budget
to provide entertainment qpd re
creation for everyone in the
F.S.A.
DON MARTIN
Student Affairs Chairman
Editor:
How low can the society page
— and the whole Pacific Weekly,
for that matter—get? We are re
ferring to that cheap, vile col
umn, "Tiger Telling's." Gad, what
brain (?) ever dreamed up this
bit of idiotic, high-schoolish gos
sip column? There is no room for
a column of this sort in any col
lege paper or in journalism.
Actually, the people who are
interested in a column of this
sort are the ones who's names ap
pear in it or the ones who are
frustrated because they can't
get their names in it or the poor,
unsuspecting souls who don't
know what kind of a column it
is. We have heard of some peo
ple who were quite annoyed be
cause of things that were said
in this column. Sure, we like to
hear of goings-on about the cam
pus, but certainly not in this
manner.
Let's get rid of this piece of
junk and put it on a rowboat to
China.
TWO STUDENTS

Put this date down in your
note book and don't forget it!
May 13 and 14 will feature the
annual Pacific Aquacade spon
sored and directed by the College
of Pacific Aquatic Club. Pending
definite plans, the Aquacade will
be held in the Oak Park Swim
ming Pool to make use of the
large seating capacity.
ESTABLISHED IN '47
The Pacific Aquatic Club was
established in 1947 for the pur
pose of stimulating co-education
al interest in swimming and all
types of aquatic activity on or
about campus. The success of
the Aquatic Club has been phe
nomenal. The proceeds from the
1948 Aquacade alone, a total of
some 400 dollars, paid the equip
ment expenses of Pacific's fine
Water Polo Team. Not satisfied
with supporting the Water Polo
Team, the Aquatic Club is now
in the process of supplying the
Pacific swimming pool with a
modern adjustable fulcrum for
the diving boards. This large do
nation will require 150 to 200 dol
lars to complete.

ANNUAL AQUACADE
The most important event on
the Aquatic Club's agenda is the
Annual Aquacade, a two-hour
show full of fun and showman
ship that will thrill everyone. The
show includes trick, synchronized,
and record breaking swimming
events, comedy and fancy Olym
pic diving, solo acts, duet swim
ming demonstrations, the Stock
ton College and C.O.P. relay
teams, and the very picturesque
Water Ballet. Mrs. Helen Gra
ham Hall, member of the 1946
Women's All American Swim
Team and a Pacific graduate is
The Morris Chapel Organ Ves in charge of production of the
pers will be presented this Sunday Aquacade's Water Ballet. Bill
afternoon at 4:30 o'clock. The Antilla, coach of the Pacific Wa
musical selections, which will be ter Polo team and the all victor
played on the Kress Organ are ious Stockton College swim team,
and Chris Kjeldsen, Pacific's
as follows:
In Thee Is Gladness
Bach basketball and swimming coach,
O How Futile, O How Fleet are advisors for the annual event.
ing
Bach BOASTS STABS
The Aquacade will sparkle with
Toccata In A Major.MacMaster
the appearance of such partici
Ellen Hendry, Organist
pants as Jon Stebbins, the Stock
Fantaisie In C Major
Cesar Franck ton College Breast Stroker who
defeated D o n Hester, W e s t
Poco lento
Coast Intercollegiate Champion,
Allegretto Cantando
last weekend; Morie Green,
Quasi lento
Stockton College yell leader and
Adagio
high diver; Dick Cullenward,
Amy Lou Colvin, Organist
Etoile Du Soir .'.Louis Vierne Stockton College sprint cham
Sur Le Rhin
Louis Vierne pion; Don Driggs, 1947 Commo
dore of the Pacific Aquatic Club
and Pacific long distance champ;
Second Timothy Discussed
Frank Poucher, star of the Paci
A study of Second Timothy will fic Water Polo Team and Tiger
be the topic for discussion at backstroke record breaker; and
Pacific
Christian
Fellowship Bob Steel, Pacific sprint star.
which meets today at 4:15 in
Patronize our advertisers.
Music B for its regular weekly
meeting.
The purpose of this inter-var
sity group is to bring together on
Furnished Room
the campus, Christian students of
the different denominations for
TO RENT
Christian fellowship, group par
ticipation in discussions, panels,
•
and Bible study.
This Inter-varsity group, affili
HEATED — TWIN BEDS
ated with other college and uni
versity organizations throughout
$5.00 Week Per Person
the United States and abroad, is
comparatively new on campus.
545 W. Pork
Ph. 2-9731
Daily prayer meetings are held
at 12:00 in Morris Chapel.

Organ Vespers Sunday

"FELLAS"
FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION AT THE

COLLEGE FLOWER SHOP

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON PACIFIC AVENUE
Phone 2-6550
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Letters to Editor

THIS IS COLLEGE

GUYS 'n GALS

By Jerry Mullin
By TED TOOMAY
Marvin Morganti:
By Dave Gerber
There is only one thing I can
ONE
TOO
MANY Pete Davanis
A critic must remain in fear
for finishing in the top bracket of
say for any person, and there of the occasion when someone
contestants in the Fox California
are a few, who missed "Dark of will read his review after seeing
Amateur hour, received a loud
The Moon" — just read the bold the criticised production.
Levi shirt for his efforts. He's
type son, the bold type.
REALISM OBVIOUS
wondering if some judge had too
Supposedly a jinx show, "Dark
keen a sense of humor
You described Dark of the Moon
Then
of The Moon," certainly lived up as "a mixture of fantasy and realthere's the cute freshman who
got too cute and wound up Wjth
jsm." The realism is obvious, but
to its reputation. Jinx number
two
dates at the Freshman Hall
I
am
at
a
loss
to
find
any
fan
was the light failure on Friday
dance . . . how cute can you get'
tasy. Is there anything more real
night, but which turned into
Bob Huth found out it doesn't
good break. The half hour wait than the striving toward self-im
pay to keep up with the Jones'
keyed the audience to a very high provement.
Dan Terry and David Clarks^
pitch, and Tony Piazza, who
The others in the play (except
burg's serenade last week in
played his accordian during the of course, Barbara Allen), needed
front
of West Hall in, Be-Bop
interlude, received two jobs from a bad witch with whom they could
style had the girls applauding
members of the audience. Jinx contrast themselves. Witch boy
for more. They played "Flying
number 2 was the fact that Mary found the good and bad within
Home" — how apropos . .
Rhodes dislocated her shoulder himself. He, who "did not know
MACHINES AND MAJORS
prior to the last night of produc what the will of God meant,"
Speaking of political machines
tion. This too it seemed turned was evidently the only one who
and recalls, the Political Science
out for the best, despite the fact knew God.
Majors in North Hall are digging
that she was definitely feeling
down deep in their books trying
under the weather she turned out FAILED TO PURGE SELF
to figure out their Dorm's elec
one of her finest performances
As is too often the case in very
tion which swept in (what ter
and a nice hand from the audience real life, he failed to purge him
minology) Bob Haaker, Bob
for the endeavor.
self of the things he deemed bad,
Klein and Sid Hall as president,
Keeping pace with the trends, in this case because of the stupid
vice-president, and house re
"Girl With Green Eyes," the next blunderings of the others and the
porter respectively.
studio theatre production will be mores of a society which would
STRANGERS PRESENT Ome
done in the charming, intimate not allow for non-confbrmfiy.
ga Phi really started the semester
style of theatre in the round. It Once he had regressed to his for
off in grand style with their
will be played in the fireplace mer state, he lost for all time the
"Shaft Dance." They picked up
room of Anderson Hall during ability to improve himself. He
their dates with a hay wagon
the latter part of March.
no longer knew or would know
and somebody once said, "You
There is one way to catch Barbara Allen.
have to make hay when the sun
some of Pacific's art in finality
Perhaps your evaluation of
shines." At the dance a strange
and that is to take a stroll the producers' and actors' talents
couple was observed by some of
through the art building on cam are good. I cannot judge this.
the members who didn't recog
pus located in back of the radio
The play did have a meaning,
nize them.
studio. Strolling through there which you omitted.
At closer inspection some of
in search of material, I saw some
Robert Saxon
the sharper-eyed lads noticed
work accomplished from silk
that the male didn't "shape" up
screen processes and mounted on
right. It turned out to be the
the walls of the corridors; also ANET LEIGH FEATURED
tall freshman Donna Ohm who
some other work in interesting
Campus Magazine, which fea
escorted Nance Blackburn to the
color manipulation.
tures college life, fashions, hu
dance just for the laughs . . .
Some people may or may not
mor, sports, candids, and cartoons
"Anzio?"
—
"No, San Joaquin and Miner."
We understand that the other
believe it, but it is true that the
contributed by Western colleges,
night Ray Milland had nothing
music department will hold a
now on sale.
on Ted Clark . . . Some of the
Pop Concert in the gymnasium
This
month features Janet
Tau Kappa Gals had arched eye
Wednesday night, March 2. It
brows when they saw Betty Niswill be conducted by Mr. Horace Leigh — Jeannette Morrison — a
Brown, and the long hair should former C.O.P. student and a col
"Russian aggression is the j Total war may never be neces- sen receiving books on parent
come prepared to enjoy something umn on Pacific campus news.
main threat to World Peace; it sary if our military, economic, hood. The eyebrows snapped back
Those who have not picked up is the shadow that hangs over and political appearances and when it was explained that she
entirely different — in fact popu
lar music. Refreshments are their copies may do so by stop all people everywhere today. By practices are formidable. This is taking a marriage course in
planned to be available, so why ping at the Public Relations office the testimony of the Communists formidable appearance cannot be college . . .
LIGHTS OUT When the lights
not plan a big evening and bring window, room 112 Administration themselves, from Lenin on to accomplished without some mill
Building.
the girl friend along?
Stalin, there can be no peace be tary power. The Air Force alone went out last week over the
tween Democracy and Marxism. required nearly one third of the campus, one local swain at the
Kalamazoo may be a long way
from here, but Shakespeare isn't. PHILOSOPHY INSTITUTE There must be one or the other. total manpower during World basketball game with his date
Arriving here Friday night, for
Eventually then, we must either War II."
yelled, "Yow! all this on a F.S.A.
The 1949 Pacific Philosophy In fight Russian Communism or
one night only, will be the only
card!" Over at the Pacific Thea
BENEFITS, DISADVANTAGES tre show Tony Piazza saved the
Broadway repertory company of stitute will be held at Lake Tahoe break, from within, the grip of
"The minor sacrifice of twenty- situation by playing a thirty-five
from
June
13th
to
the
19th.
Shakespeare. The Margaret Web
Stalin's gang and help the great
Distinguished American think majority of the Russian people, one months of time — peace minute accordian recital for the
ster Company will present "Mactime which may help to prevent audience who were in the dark.
Beth" in the Pacific Auditorium. ers will speak in an effort to the Poles, and others behind the
war
— is not too much to ask of And at Tau Kappa where the
Unfortunately I haven't space to clarify the crucial problem of war Iron Curtain to regain the free
American
youth. There are bene girls were preparing themselves
and
peace:
philosophy,
politics
tell you in full the wonders of
dom they have lost to an Im
fits
as
well
as disadvantages to for their open house, showers
this production, but if you hap and peace.
perialistic Russian minority." Dr.
military
service.
Not the least of were taken by candlelight. Oh,
pen to have a copy of the current
Persons interested in attending Carl Voltmer, Intramurals Direc
these
is
the
lesson
that personal
Reader's Digest just turn to page the Institute may see Professor tor, and Professor of Physical
to have been an electrician . . •
freedom is not alone a gift from
95.
TK's Kitchen plumbing was fi
Education at the College of PaWilliam D. Nietmann.
fici, presented this testimony former generations, but a value nally fixed thus relieving a taut
that
each
generation
must
work
situation for hashers Chuck
when asked for his views on Uni
for, and, if necessary, fight for." Hoist, Art Venable, and Joe Hodversal Military Training.
The Atomic Bomb, guided mis son . . . Hank Lavaroni and John
WAR NOT NECESSARY
siles, and other technical develop Rohde, Rhizomia and Omega
Dr. Voltmer continued with, ments are important, very im
Force, military and political, is portant. Military power is none Phi's new presidents, meeting by
the only positive language this the less important, said Voltmer. chance at a social tea, were in
a serious confab about solidifying
Lillian Juanltas
.*1
.
Friltnr minority group can thoroughly "Thus, I would support
the the Intra-Frat Council . . . They
The stronger we U.M.T."
A?l#m w^TY " f
—
—Business Manager understand.
Allen WoodaJU, James R. Morrison
_ Faculty Advisors
weren't talking through their tea
make ourselves and our country,
leaves; an outfit like that would
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student As the more reluctant the Kremlin BLOCK COMMUNISM
sociation. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office,
Meanwhile, said Voltmer, we, be good for the campus . . .
Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
will become in forcing our hand
as a nation, should do everything
VISITORS IN THE NIGHT
Doug Brodie
- Associate Editor
possible to block Communism to Alpha Thete girls were treated to
Jack Francis
News and Copy Editor
Charles Harris
..1." .. 1
.... Editorial Director
show those oppressed peoples a midnight dancing show last
Chapel Calendar
Marvin Morganti
...
*~"
Drama Editor
Anne McEniry
that our Democracy is superior, week by two characters who were
- Society Editor
Felisa Capillo
Feature Editor SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 27:
to help free the slaves of Russian hardly dressed for winter weath
Eileen Eddy
"
— Stockton College Editor
Omega Phi Alpha will sponsor Imperialism.
Phil Guthrie
J
er. After the exhibition was com
Sports Editor
rT
Ed Powell
~ '"
Assistant Sports Editor Rabbi Gitin of the Adas Yeshurpleted and the two nocturnal
"Majorities
in
Russian
domin
Jillson and Toal
.** .
Photographers an Synagogue.
Ted Toomay
ated countries and in Russia it visitors had left as strangely as
Cartoonist
Lilly Blickle
* 7
J7!.
..
Club Editor
His subject is, "Are We Spread self cannot and will not be held they had come, none of the girls
COLUMNISTS—Bob Huth, Jerry Mullin, Elizabeth Borror, Dave Gerber, Don ing Brotherhood?" Rabbi Gitin down forever," Voltmer testified. could explain why nobody had
Dragoo, Ed Powell.
is the instructor for the new "Eventually the real peace de notified the proper authorities. - •
REPORTEBS-Norxn Ritter, Bob Foote, Jim Gallagher, Jack Hall, Bob Jiminez,
Speaking about stories, Tiny
DI
,®aa'ler> Pon Dragoo, Stan Klevan, George Abrahamson, A1 Comaskey, Nance course, "Songs of Israel", which sired by men of good will every
Blackburn, Chuck Chldester, Gordon Ingleston, Jane McBride, Janice Merrill, was introduced in C.O.P. this where in the world can be real Hall thinks the best yarns spun
Dean Stark, Sue Thomson, Richard Turner, George Shelby, Irene Mattos, Neil
semester.
Dollarhlde, Jim Eachus, Jackie Atkin.
ized."
are co-ed sweaters . . .

OPINIONS ON U.H.T.

Pacific

